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Factual   questions  
Read It Out questions are answered "right there" in the text. You just find the factual answer and read it out: 
• Whom did Hamlet's mother marry after his father died? (Hamlet's uncle, Claudius: from Act 1, Scene 2.)
• What did Scout Finch's dad do for a living? (Attorney: Chapters 1, 15 and others.)
• How old was Juliet when she took Romeo as her lover, then married him? (13: from Act 1, Scene 2.)

Figure It Out questions are answered by finding and combining facts from multiple places in the book: 
• How old was Juliet's mom when she conceived Juliet? (12: from Act 1, Scene 2 and Act 1, Scene 3.)

Find It Out questions require you to research, using other sources: 
• Who was older, Darwin or Lincoln? (They were the same age, from a book's introduction & research.)
• What was happening at the time this book took place? What historical events?

Answering these questions mostly requires reading. Answers are inarguable (a matter of fact), so different
people should come up with the same answers. If a book contradicts external sources, or itself, or approximates,
these too are facts, which can be plainly stated. 

Personal Involvement   questions  
You And The Book questions require us to interpret, judge, extrapolate, or otherwise add to the facts of a book:
• What is the effect of the repeated refrain "I'll huff and I'll puff?"
• Why does George continue to care for Lennie after all the trouble he causes?
• On reflecting over the entirety of the play Hamlet, why did Ophelia go mad?

You, The Book, And The World questions require us to go beyond the book, and include external reality,
society - the place and conditions where we live, or might have lived. We tie the book and the world together: 
• The third pig patiently planned in advance. Who nowadays displays these qualities? Are they important?
• How are the conflicts in Frankenstein similar to conflicts we face today? Are the solutions similar?
• What does Lord of the Flies tell us about human nature? What is its message? Do you agree with it?
• If Tess lived today, how would her life be different?

We may tie the book not just to the outside world, but also, to the world of literature (to other books):
• What are the similarities and differences between the deaths of Ophelia and Juliet?
• How do the Paisanos in Tortilla Flat compare to the Spaniards in The Old Man and the Sea?

Answering these questions requires us to involve ourselves. We keep the book's facts in mind but go beyond
them. We infer, interpret, judge, conclude, ponder, extend. How we do this depends on us. We each care about
different things, we think and see the world differently, and we have different opinions. So, our answers differ. 

These differences spark and power discussions, as we ponder, compare, explore, advocate, and combine ideas.

Away From The Book   questions  
These questions use the book as a springboard to further discussion. Answerers may point out parallels or
contrasts between the book and the "real world," another literary work, or even a family story. Examples:
• How did the U.S. going into France to stop Germany compare to the U.S. going into Iraq? 
• What are the similarities and differences between Roman gladiatorial games and modern football?

Some of these questions have little to do with the book, though in the discussion, the connection may be clear:
• What examples of inhumanity, or of humanity, can you cite from our world today?
• How are beliefs, values, and perspectives related to views of humanity and inhumanity?
• Why is painful love so often part of literature? What is its never-ending appeal to readers?

These questions may lead us way off track. So why ask them at all, or allow them in a discussion, if your goal is
to discuss the book? Well, they're interesting. And in the real world, people do spin off topic, into discussions
like these. Sometimes, it doesn't hurt to get some practice in spinning off topic, and in getting back on track.



Personally Involving Questions

You've read the assignment and know who did what, when, how, and where, so factual questions are quickly
answered. To get a discussion going, ask questions that go beyond the facts to more personal things, like:

The meaning of it. What did he mean when he said...? What does this mean? Do you think this means that...?
The truth of it. Was she lying? Is this true in your experience? Does everyone agree that this is true? Is it possible to

decide if it's true?
The applicability of it. Does, or should, this rule apply to minors? Does it make sense for him to consider this?
The similarity of it. How is Juliet's decision to suicide different from Ophelia's? How similar? What real-life situations

are like this one? Does this happen nowadays?
The importance of it. To whom is Joe's decision to move away important? Is it important to tell the truth always?
The implication of it. What will happen if she keeps on...? If this is true, then what will happen to...? Could this mean

you might have to change your mind about...?
The universality of it. How were times different then/there, and would this happen in the same way today? Here?
The beauty of it. Does this passage 'sing' to you? What about it do you like or dislike? Does it gladden you, or leave you

cold?
The danger of it. Is he taking a big risk? What kind? What could happen? If everyone gets this idea/acts this way, what'll

happen?
The value of it. Was it really worth doing, what she did? How hard would you try, to get...? Why'd he pay so much

money? Why did they value it so highly back in those days/in that situation, and what about today?
The context of it. What in particular was going on, or existed, that made this possible? What was happening to her when

she said...?
The sustenance of it. What had to exist, and be happening, in order for this to happen? If John hadn't... could Mary

have...? Who supported Alicia in...?
The fit of it. Do you really think he would've behaved like that? How well-suited is Paul to his place, time, & social

circumstances?
The point of it. What was he trying to accomplish? Was she trying to win Bob, or make Jim jealous? Would this be a

goal of yours?
The utility of it. How can the Baron use this information? Do you think he will? How would or could you make use of

this event? 
The origin of it. This was an unexpected statement/turn of events - where the heck did that come from? How did this

situation arise?
The workings of it. What is going on here? Tell us the chain of events that you think might now transpire. How might

this play out? 
The reason for it. Why'd she do that? Do you think he just lost his nerve? Was this a considered decision or did she do it

on a whim?
The future of it. How will this relationship end? How long can they keep this up? Is there any way to avoid the obvious

outcome?
The potential conflict. What will happen if Joe finds out that Jane...? If the boy and girl talk about this, will they be able

to agree?
The alternatives. What would've happened if instead of ... he had done ...? Would there be anything she could have done

to avoid ...?
The morality of it. Was it right, to do what he did? Why or why not, and how or how not? What would be the right thing

to do? Is she a moral person? Would you want to be associated with this person?
The quality of it. Would this be an experience you'd want? What's the nature of her life? How'd it be to do what he did? 
The feeling of it. Was this an uncomfortable situation? How'd you feel if this happened to you? 
The justice of it.  Was this outcome just? What should happen to Anna? Was it fair? Is this a double standard?
The oddness or plausability of it. Could this really happen? Is this just strange or odd? Too impossible to ever happen?
The fun of it. Does this sound like fun? Would you like to do this? Is he serious, or just funning her around?
The humor of it. Is this funny? Who would think this is funny? What kind of humor is this? 
The significance of it. What if this is really true? What'd be the natural or logical consequences? What does this imply?

These are just some "angles," or personal ways of thinking about a text. You may use them to create personally
involving questions. Just think of passages of the book that seemed important, good, or that stood out to you.
Then ponder the above. Not all of them apply to every book or passage, but some will. After pondering, wait for
inspiration to strike. When it does, write down your question.


